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Abstract
Algorithms are presented for the construction of histopolating splines consisting of linear/linear rational or quadratic polynomial
pieces.A unique comonotone histospline of such kind exists for any histogram with weak alternation of data. In general case, without
weak alternation of data, a modiﬁed comonotone spline histopolation strategy should be used. The method is implemented via the
representation with histogram heights and knot values of ﬁrst derivatives of the spline. Numerical examples are given.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that smooth polynomial interpolating splines, in general, are not shape preserving, e.g., the classical
example of function f (x) = 1/x2, x ∈ [−2,−0.2], and its cubic spline interpolation in appropriate knots could be
found in [6]. This function serves as an example where the positivity, monotonicity and convexity are not preserved also
for interpolating quadratic splines and, as well, in histopolation. There are two traditional approaches to overcome this
problem, both creating free parameters which should be suitably chosen. First, additional knots of spline are introduced
[4,5,7–9,17], secondly, splines of higher order with less smoothness are used [13,16,15]. We refer the reader also to
[3,18] for general information and references concerning shape-preserving approximation. On the other hand, rational
splines preserve the shape by itself, e.g., linear/linear rational spline of classC1 is alwaysmonotone and quadratic/linear
rational spline of class C2 keeps the convexity. In this case, the number of spline parameters could be minimal and this
idea is exploited in [2,10–12,14].
In this paper, we will study the monotonicity preservation in histopolation problems. Histopolation problems are
less studied than interpolation ones although they are very natural because most part of statistical information is given
by histograms. One way to solve an histopolation problem is to pose a corresponding interpolation problem and to get
the derivative of its solution to be the solution of histopolation problem. This idea does not work with rational splines
because, e.g., the derivative of a quadratic/linear rational function (keeping the convexity) is not a linear/linear function
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(the most natural candidate for monotonicity preservation). Thus, the monotonicity preservation at histopolation is an
independent problem.
The analogous bivariate histopolation problem is studied in [1]. A method for the construction of spline functions
satisfying volume matching, positivity (nonnegativity) and local monotonicity conditions obtained from the histogram
is presented.
The problem of histopolation tomonotone data with linear/linear rational splines was solved in [2].A natural question
of comonotone shape-preserving histopolation for any histogram arises. To compare, the comonotone shape-preserving
interpolation problem is always uniquely solvable with combined splines, being linear/linear rational functions or
quadratic polynomials on particular intervals [12]. We will see that a unique comonotone histopolating spline exists
for any histogram having weak alternation of data on quadratic sections. For general case, such a spline may not exist.
We propose a modiﬁcation of the algorithm which consists in replacing some quadratic intervals by rational ones and
we show that then the histopolant exists for any histogram. Our algorithm consists in choosing the kinds (rational or
quadratic) of any particular interval between histogram knots. They are determined by the signs of differences between
histogram heights. A nonlinear system with respect to the ﬁrst derivatives of histopolant at knots should be solved. In
all numerical examples the use of traditional methods for solution of nonlinear systems was successful, as well the
standard means of Mathcad package.
2. The histopolation problem
Let [a, b] be an interval containing amesh xi , i=0, . . . , n, such that a=x0 <x1 < · · ·<xn=b and let zi , i=1, . . . , n,
be given real numbers. We are interested in the construction of a C1 function S on [a, b] that, for x ∈ [xi−1, xi],
i = 1, . . . , n, is either a quadratic polynomial or a rational function of the form
S(x) = ai + bi(x − xi−1)
1 + di(x − xi−1) (1)
with 1 + di(x − xi−1)> 0 satisfying the histopolation conditions∫ xi
xi−1
S(x) dx = zi(xi − xi−1), i = 1, . . . , n. (2)
In addition to (2), we impose the boundary conditions
S′(x0) = , S′(xn) =  (3)
or
S(x0) = , S(xn) = . (4)
A direct calculation shows that the derivative S′ of (1) preserves the sign and, thus, S is strictly increasing or strictly
decreasing or constant on [xi−1, xi]. Consequently, following our main aim, we intend to maximize the number of
rational intervals because on them S is monotone by itself.
Denote
i = zi+1 − zi, i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
0 = , n =  for boundary conditions (3),
0 = z1 − , n =  − zn for boundary conditions (4).
Ascomonotone shape-preserving strategy,wedetermine a subinterval [xi−1, xi] to be rational ifi−1i > 0 andquadratic
otherwise. Then the histopolating spline S is said to be comonotone shape-preserving.
We say that a quadratic section, i.e., amaximal sequence of adjacent quadratic intervals [xi, xi+1], . . . , [xi+k−1, xi+k],
has a weak alternation of data if the interval [xi−1, xi] being rational, intervals [xi, xi+1], . . . , [xi+k−1, xi+k] quadratic
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and [xi+k, xi+k+1] again rational then,
i > 0, i+10, . . . , (−1)ki+k−10, (−1)ki+k > 0
or
i < 0, i+10, . . . , (−1)ki+k−10, (−1)ki+k < 0.
This property of quadratic sections plays an important role in the construction of comonotone shape-preserving his-
tosplines.
3. Uniqueness of the histopolant
Proposition 1. There are no two different splines being equally linear/linear rational function or quadratic polynomial
on particular intervals and satisfying the same histopolating conditions (2) and boundary conditions (3) or (4).
Proof. Suppose S1 and S2 are histopolating splines with the same zi , the same boundary conditions and the same
choice of kinds for particular intervals. Then we have∫ xi
xi−1
(S1 − S2)(x) dx = 0, i = 1, . . . , n.
Thus, there are i ∈ (xi−1, xi), i = 1, . . . , n, such that S1(i ) = S2(i ). This means that S1 and S2 are two splines
interpolating the same data. Hence S1 = S2 (see [12]). This completes the proof. 
4. Representations and basic equations
In this section, we show what representations for spline pieces, rational or quadratic, will be used. In any case, S is
assumed to satisfy (2). We indicate also the equations expressing the C1 smoothness of S.
Let us denote mi = S′(xi), i = 0, . . . , n, and hi = xi − xi−1, i = 1, . . . , n. On a rational interval [xi−1, xi], if di = 0,
we have with x = xi−1 + thi the representation of S as (see [2])
S(x) = zi + hi mi−1
((mi−1/mi)1/2 − 1)2
log
(
mi−1
mi
)1/2
− hi mi−1
((mi−1/mi)1/2 − 1)(1 + t ((mi−1/mi)1/2 − 1))
(5)
and in the case di = 0
S(x) = zi + mi
(
x −
(
xi−1 + hi2
))
.
On a quadratic interval the direct calculation with x = xi−1 + thi gives the representation of S in the form
S(x) = zi + hi6 ((−2 + 6t − 3t
2)mi−1 + (−1 + 3t2)mi), x ∈ [xi−1, xi]. (6)
We will use the function
(x) =
⎧⎨
⎩
x2(log x − 1) + x
(x − 1)2 for x > 0, x = 1,
1
2 for x = 1.
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Main properties of  characterizing its behaviour are given in [2]. We need of them explicitly the following ones:
(x)> 0 and ′(x)> 0 for x > 0,
1
2
<
(x)
x
< 1 for 0<x < 1,
lim
x→0+
(x)
x
= 1,

((
R
r
)1/2)
 log R
r
for
R
r
1.84.
In the case of rational intervals [xi−1, xi] and [xi, xi+1] the continuity of S in xi leads to the equation (denoting
m = (m0, . . . , mn) we determine here the functions i , too)
mi = i (m) =
i
hi((mi−1/mi)1/2) + hi+1((mi+1/mi)1/2)
, (7)
see [2]. Let us mention that, for example, di = 0 is equivalent to mi−1 = mi and, because (1) = 12 , Eq. (7) contains
as particular cases di = 0 or di+1 = 0 and even boundary conditions (4) if [x0, x1] or [xn−1, xn] are rational intervals
(for details, see [2]). However, the boundary conditions (3) ﬁx the values m0 =  and mn = .
On a quadratic interval [xi−1, xi] (6) yields
S(xi−1 + 0) = zi + hi6 (−2mi−1 − mi),
S(xi − 0) = zi + hi6 (mi−1 + 2mi). (8)
Then, if the intervals [xi−1, xi] and [xi, xi+1] are quadratic the continuity of S in xi writes as
hi
6
mi−1 + hi + hi+13 mi +
hi+1
6
mi+1 = i
or
mi = i (m) =
6i − himi−1 − hi+1mi+1
2(hi + hi+1) . (9)
Finally, suppose that the interval [xi−1, xi] is rational and [xi, xi+1] quadratic. Using the ﬁrst equality of (8) and
S(xi − 0) = zi + himi
((
mi−1
mi
)1/2)
(see [2]) the equation S(xi − 0) = S(xi + 0) gives
mi = i (m) =
i − (hi+1/6)mi+1
hi((mi−1/mi)1/2) + hi+1/3
. (10)
Let us mention also the symmetric case, the interval [xi−1, xi] being quadratic and [xi, xi+1] rational, then we have
mi = i (m) =
i − (hi/6)mi−1
(hi/3) + hi+1((mi+1/mi)1/2)
. (11)
Now it is clear that an algorithm of ﬁnding described combined splines consists in determination of kinds, linear/linear
rational or quadratic, for any interval and then the solution of a nonlinear system of Eqs. (7), (9)–(11).
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5. A priori estimates
We establish some estimates on suitable closed intervals of the functions i deﬁned by (7), (9) and (10) which will
be used in proofs of existence.
Lemma 2. Let [xi−1, xi] and [xi, xi+1] be rational intervals with i > 0. SupposeKj =[rj , R], rj > 0, j=i−1, i, i+1.
Then, for mj ∈ Kj , j = i − 1, i, i + 1, it holds i (m) ∈ Ki if
2i(hir1/2i−1 + hi+1r1/2i+1)R1/2
and
i
hi + hi+1 ri log
R
ri
.
Lemma 3. Let [xi−1, xi] and [xi, xi+1] be quadratic intervals with i0. Suppose Ki−1 =[−R,−i−1], Ki =[i , R],
Ki+1 = [−R,−i+1], j 0 for all j. Then, for mj ∈ Kj , j = i − 1, i, i + 1, it holds i (m) ∈ Ki if
6i(hi + hi+1)R (12)
and
6i + hii−1 + hi+1i+12(hi + hi+1)i , (13)
in particular,
i+1 = 2
(
1 + hi
hi+1
)
i − hi
hi+1
i−1
for i = 0.
Lemma 4. Let [xi−1, xi] be rational and [xi, xi+1] quadratic intervals with i0. Suppose, Ki−1 = [i−1, R],
Ki = [i , R] and Ki+1 = [−R,−i+1] with i−1, i > 0 and i+10. Then, for mj ∈ Kj , j = i − 1, i, i + 1, it holds
i (m) ∈ Ki if
i
hi
2
(i−1R)1/2 + hi+16 R
and
i + hi+16 i+1hii log
R
i
+ hi+1
3
i .
In symmetrical case, i.e., for [xi−1, xi]beingquadratic and [xi, xi+1] rationalwithi0,we takeKi−1=[−R,−i−1],
Ki = [i , R], Ki+1 = [i+1, R] with i−10, i , i+1 > 0 and assume that
i
hi
6
R + hi+1
2
(i+1R)1/2
and
i + hi6 i−1
hi
3
i + hi+1i log R
i
.
The proofs of Lemmas 2 and 4 consist in direct estimates taking into account(x)/x 12 , for 0<x < 1, and((R/r)
1/2)
 log(R/r), for R/r1.84. The estimates in Lemma 3 are immediate to obtain.
Obvious modiﬁcations should be made for opposite sign of i .
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6. Existence for weakly alternating data
One of the main results of this paper is the following:
Theorem 5. If a weak alternation of data takes place on quadratic sections then a comonotone shape-preserving
histospline exists and it is strictly monotone on rational intervals.
Proof. We write all equations of type (7), (9)–(11) with two additional ones obtained from the boundary conditions
in the form mi = i (m) and ﬁnd a compact convex set K =
∏n
i=0 Ki ⊂ Rn+1, Ki being closed intervals, such
that i : K → Ki and the functions i are continuous. Then by the Bohl–Brouwer ﬁxed point theorem the system
mi =i (m), i=0, . . . , n, has a solution. This scheme of use the Bohl–Brouwer theorem will be kept in view everywhere
in the sequel in proofs of existence.
For any rational interval [xi−1, xi], in the case i−1 > 0, i > 0 choose Ki−1 = Ki = [r, R] and in the case i−1 < 0,
i < 0 let Ki−1 =Ki =[−R,−r] with 0<r <R. Assume that between rational intervals [xi−1, xi] and [xi+k, xi+k+1]
there are quadratic intervals [xi, xi+1], . . . , [xi+k−1, xi+k] with the weak alternation of data. Then, if Ki = [r, R], take
Ki+1 =[−R, 0], Ki+2 =[0, R], . . . , similarly, for Ki =[−R,−r], take Ki+1 =[0, R], Ki+2 =[−R, 0], . . . . We have
the three following cases to analyze.
First, for rational intervals [xi−1, xi] and [xi, xi+1] with i > 0, by Lemma 2 with rj = r , j = i − 1, i, i + 1, we have
i (m) ∈ Ki if
2i(hi + hi+1)(rR)1/2 (14)
and
i
hi + hi+1 r log
R
r
. (15)
Secondly, suppose [xj−1, xj ] and [xj , xj+1] are quadratic intervals. If, for example, j 0, then Kj = [0, R] and
Kj−1 ⊂ [−R, 0], Kj+1 ⊂ [−R, 0]. Lemma 3 implies j (m) ∈ Kj if
6j (hj + hj+1)R. (16)
Thirdly, for example, let [xi−1, xi] be a rational and [xi, xi+1] a quadratic interval. Again, for deﬁniteness, let Ki−1 =
Ki = [r, R] and, however, i > 0. Then Ki+1 = [−R, 0] or Ki+1 = [−R,−r] (if [xi+1, xi+2] is a rational interval).
Lemma 4 gives i (m) ∈ Ki if
i
hi+1
6
R (17)
and
ihir log
R
r
+ hi+1
3
r . (18)
To begin with, take R such that all conditions (16) and (17) are satisﬁed. The increase of R does not spoil them. Then,
decreasing r and increasing R, if needed, we may satisfy (14), (15), their counterparts for other pairs of neighboring
rational intervals and all inequalities (18).
Thus, we proved the existence of comonotone shape-preserving histospline. In addition, the proof showed that at
the endpoints of rational intervals ﬁrst derivatives of the spline are different from zero, hence, we have also the last
assertion of theorem. The proof is complete. 
Observe that if all i = 0 then a weak (actually strong) alternation of data takes place on quadratic sections.
7. Algorithm and existence for data without weak alternation
Here, we treat the data without weak alternation on some quadratic section. It is necessary that there is an interior knot
with i = 0 which means that two histogram heights are equal. The strategy around quadratic sections with alternating
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data is the same as indicated in Section 6. We will show how to proceed with quadratic sections without alternating
data.
Particular case 1: Consider a histogram with i−2 > 0, i−1 > 0, i = 0, i+1 < 0, i+2 < 0. Following our general
rule we choose [xi−2, xi−1] and [xi+1, xi+2] as rational intervals.At ﬁrst, we analyze the comonotone shape-preserving
strategy in the choice of intermediate intervals.
Example. Let the intervals [xi−1, xi] and [xi, xi+1] be quadratic. Write the Eqs. (9)–(11) for knots xi−1, xi and xi+1
in the following form:
hi
6
(2mi−1 + mi) + hi−1mi−1
((
mi−2
mi−1
)1/2)
= i−1, (19)
himi−1 + 2(hi + hi+1)mi + hi+1mi+1 = 0, (20)
hi+1
6
(mi + 2mi+1) + hi+2mi+1
((
mi+2
mi+1
)1/2)
= i+1. (21)
Retaining the notation of general context, consider xi−2 and xi+2 as boundary points and let mi−2 = S′(xi−2)> 0,
mi+2 = S′(xi+2)< 0 be ﬁxed. Fix also hj , j = i − 1, . . . , i + 2, and i+1, assume i−1 → ∞. However, we look for a
solution of (19)–(21) such that mi−1 > 0 and mi+1 < 0. First, (19) implies that mi−1 → ∞ or mi → ∞. The condition
mi → ∞ and (21) yield mi+1 → −∞. Taking into account (x)/x → 1 as x → 0+, we get again from (21) that
mi/mi+1 → −2 (dividing (21) by mi+1) and hence mi+1 = −mi/2 + o(mi). Now (20) is
himi−1 + (2hi + 32 hi+1)mi + o(mi) = 0
with mi−1 > 0 and mi → ∞ which is a contradiction. The possibility mi → −∞ is not compatible with (21) and
mi+1 < 0. If mi remains bounded then (21) gives the boundedness of mi+1 but this with mi−1 → ∞ is contradicting
to (20).
This example shows that, in general, it may happen that a comonotone shape-preserving histopolating spline does
not exist. Nevertheless, as more detailed analysis shows, this choice of intervals may be successful for some data.
Besides [xi−2, xi−1] and [xi+1, xi+2] being rational we are forced to renounce comonotone shape-preserving strategy
and choose the interval [xi−1, xi] rational, too. Then [xi, xi+1] has to be quadratic. Let Ki−2 = Ki−1 = [r, R], Ki+1 =
Ki+2 = [−R,−r] and Ki = [, R] with > 0. Suppose mj ∈ Kj for all j. By Lemma 2 we have i−1(m) ∈ Ki−1 if
2i−1hi−1(rR)1/2 (22)
and
i−1
hi−1 + hi r log
R
r
. (23)
Lemma 4 with i = 0 yields i (m) ∈ Ki if
hi+1
6
rhi log
R

+ hi+1
3
. (24)
At last, symmetric part of Lemma 4 with conditions (12) and (13) gives i+1(m) ∈ Ki+1 if
|i+1| hi+16 R +
hi+2
2
(rR)1/2 (25)
and
|i+1| hi+13 r + hi+2r log
R
r
. (26)
All together, we choose r and R satisfying the conditions imposed in the proof of Theorem 5. Then, with possible
decrease of r and increase of R the inequalities (22), (23), (25) and (26) could be satisﬁed. Finally, we take  such that
(24) holds. The Bohl–Brouwer theorem gives the existence of histopolant.
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Particular case 2: Suppose that the histogram has a quadratic section without weak alternation of data with i−2 > 0,
i−1 > 0, i = 0, . . . , i+k = 0, (−1)ki+k+1 < 0, (−1)ki+k+2 < 0. We know already from Particular case 1 (this
corresponds to k = 0) that there may be no comonotone shape-preserving histopolating spline. Suppose now k1.
The reasoning of Example works as well for k1, i.e., taking i−1 → ∞ and other parameters ﬁxed, we get a
contradiction in comonotone shape-preserving strategy. The intervals [xi−2, xi−1] and [xi+k+1, xi+k+2] are chosen to
be rational in any case. Following the idea of Particular case 1 we choose the interval [xi−1, xi] to be rational and
[xi, xi+1], . . . , [xi+k, xi+k+1] quadratic. Such a choice could be called modiﬁed comonotone shape-preserving.
LetKi−2=Ki−1=[r, R],Kj=[j , R], j=i, i+2, . . . , Kj=[−R,−j ], j=i+1, i+3, . . . , Ki+k+1=Ki+k+2=[r, R]
for k odd and Ki+k+1 = Ki+k+2 = [−R,−r] for k even with j > 0 for all j. We show that, under certain conditions, it
holds j (m) ∈ Kj , j = i − 1, . . . , i + k + 1, if mj ∈ Kj for all j. We get i−1(m) ∈ Ki−1 under conditions (22) and
(23). It holds i (m) ∈ Ki if
hi+1
6
i+1 = hii log R
i
+ hi+1
3
i . (27)
By Lemma 3, j (m) ∈ Kj , j = i + 1, . . . , i + k − 1, if
j+1 = 2
(
1 + hj
hj+1
)
j − hj
hj+1
j−1 (28)
and i+k(m) ∈ Ki+m if
r2
(
1 + hi+k
hi+k+1
)
i+k − hi+k
hi+k+1
i+k−1. (29)
Finally, by Lemma 4, i+k+1(m) ∈ Ki+k+1 if
|i+k+1| hi+k+16 R +
hi+k+2
2
(rR)1/2 (30)
and
|i+k+1| hi+k+13 r + hi+k+2r log
R
r
. (31)
Clearly, we choose r and R by (22), (23), (30), (31) and by conditions in other knots outside of this quadratic section.
Then, starting with sufﬁciently small i , determining i+1 by (27) and the next values of j by (28), we can satisfy the
inequality (29).
Remark 6. The presented argument works as well if, for some j = i+1, . . . , i+k, it occurs that j > 0 corresponding
to Kj = [j , R] or j < 0 corresponding to Kj = [−R,−j ]. The suitable signs of j do not spoil the estimate of
|j (m)| from above (R should be sufﬁciently large) and merely help the estimate from below without any changes in
(22), (23), (27)–(31).
Remark 7. However, the choice of the interval [xi−1, xi] as rational could be replaced by [xi+k, xi+k+1] to be rational
if we treat the case j = 0, j = i, . . . , i + k. Remark 6 creates new cases here.
General case: Let us describe a modiﬁed comonotone shape-preserving strategy in general case of a quadratic section
without weak alternation of data i−2 > 0, i−1 > 0, i0, . . . , (−1)li+k0, (−1)li+k+1 < 0, (−1)li+k+2 < 0.
Anyway, the intervals [xi−2, xi−1] and [xi+k+1, xi+k+2] are rational. The choice of Ki−2, Ki−1, Ki+k+1 and Ki+k+2
is determined as in Particular cases. We consider the signs of i0, i+10, . . . as suitable (for weak alternation).
For example, Particular case 2 has all i , . . . , i+k with suitable signs and the ﬁrst difference having unsuitable sign is
i+k+1. We have seen that the modiﬁed comonotone strategy in Particular case 2 with one additional rational interval
created a quadratic section with suitable signs for all j . Following this idea, for the ﬁrst value i+p of unsuitable
sign (it should be then i+p = 0 and i+p−1 = 0), we choose [xi+p−1, xi+p] as a rational interval and the intervals
[xi−1, xi], . . . , [xi+p−2, xi+p−1] to be quadratic. Then the form of Kj , j = i, . . . , i + p, to be Kj = [j , R] or
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Kj = [−R,−j ]is determined. As in Particular cases we pose i+p−1 = i+p. However, we proceed similarly with the
part i+p−1, . . . , i+k+2 where [xi+p−1, xi+p] and [xi+k+1, xi+k+2] are already determined to be rational intervals.
Remarks 6 and 7 allow to establish the inclusionsj (m) ∈ Kj for all j and it remains to use the Bohl–Brouwer theorem.
However, instead of the left end of quadratic section we may start from the right and get some intervals of different
kind.
Taking into account Proposition 1 we have proved
Theorem 8. For any data and boundary conditions there is a modiﬁed comonotone shape-preserving histopolating
spline which is linear/linear rational function or quadratic polynomial on particular intervals. This spline is unique
for determined choice of the kind of intervals.
Consider again Particular case 2 and presented modiﬁed comonotone shape-preserving strategy. This approach
introduces a nonsymmetry in the construction of histopolant. Actually, we have mi−1,mi > 0 and Eq. (10) gives
mi+1 < 0, |mi+1|> 2mi . Then we use the equations of type (9) in the form:
mj+1 = −
(
2 + 3hj
2hj+1
)
mj − hj2hj+1 (mj + 2mj−1), j = i + 1, . . . , i + k,
and get, by induction, that (−1)j−imj > 0, |mj |> 2|mj−1|, j = i + 1, . . . , i + k + 1. Such an undesirable amplifying
effect urges to look for other approaches.
The second strategy may be, for sufﬁciently large k, to histopolate separately on [x0, xi] and [xi+k, xn] with the
boundary conditions S(xi) = zi and S(xi+k) = zi+k = zi . We also take S(x) = zi , x ∈ [xi, xi+k]. The disadvantage
here is the possible lack of C1 smoothness in the knots xi and xi+k . Let us remark that the histopolation on [x0, xi−1]
and [xi+k+1, xn] separately with boundary conditions S(xi−1) = zi and S(xi+k+1) = zi+k , taking S(x) = zi , x ∈
[xi−1, xi+k+1], is somewhat unnatural and, however, is not C1 smooth in xi−1 and xi+k+1. With regard to that indicate
the case i−2 = 0, i−1 > 0, i+j = 0, j = 0, . . . , k.
The third possibility is to histopolate separately on [x0, xi] and [xi+k, xn] as well, but to take S on [xi−1, xi] and
[xi+k, xi+k+1] as cubic polynomials with boundary conditions S(xi)= zi , S′(xi)=0 and S(xi+k)= zi+k , S′(xi+k)=0,
keeping S(x) = zi , x ∈ [xi, xi+k]. Then we preserve the C1 smoothness of S.
Last two proposed ways of histopolation do not assure the constancy of S on [xi−1, xi+k+1]. Having such an objective
we may set S(x) = zi , x ∈ [xi−1, xi+k+1], and take S on [xi−2, xi−1] and [xi+k+1, xi+k+2] as cubic polynomials with
boundary conditions in xi−1 and xi+k+1 for S to be C1 smooth. Then, for x ∈ [xi−2, xi−1], we have
S(x) = zi−1 + i−1(−1 + 6t2 − 4t3) + hi−16 mi−2(−1 + 6t − 9t
2 + 4t3)
with x = xi−2 + thi−1 and
S′(x) = 12
hi−1
i−1(t − t2) + mi−2(1 − 3t + 2t2).
Assume i−1 > 0.A immediate analysis shows that S′(x)0, x ∈ [xi−2, xi−1], if and only if 0mi−212i−1/hi−1.
In opposite case, when this method leads to a nonincreasing cubic polynomial, some tension function between linear
and cubic polynomial could be used (see, e.g., [3]). Obvious modiﬁcations should be done if i−1 < 0. On the interval
[xi+k+1, xi+k+2] the analysis is similar.
8. Implementation and numerical tests
The representations (5) and (6) of the histopolant S on rational and quadratic intervals, respectively, need the knowl-
edge of parameters mi . They are uniquely determined by the equations of type (7), (9)–(11) with those obtained from
boundary conditions. We have analyzed in [2] the most complicated ones, namely (7), of them. It was shown that
Newton’s method could be successfully used. The method of ordinary iterations for Eqs. (7) was indicated to converge
geometrically with the quotient 23 and in practical calculations it was rather
1
2 than
2
3 . Eqs. (9) being linear represent
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Fig. 1. Histopolant to normal distribution.
Table 1
Histogram heights and meshes used in Figs. 2– 4
xi 0 1 1.9 2.8 4.0 4.9 6.2
zi 2 3 7 7 6 4
xi 0 1 1.9 2.8 4.0 4.9 6.2 7.5
zi 2 3 7 7 7 8 10
xi 0 1 1.9 2.8 4.0 4.9 6.2 7.5 8.5
zi 2 6 7 7 7 7 5 2
themselves contractive components with quotient 12 , in uniform norm. Such a contractiveness property have also Eqs.(10) and (11). However, the use of Newton’s method in general case does not cause additional problems compared to
the system consisting of Eqs. (7). The system to solve is “banded”, i.e., the equations contain only three unknowns.
Thus, because the analyzed iteration methods need a bounded number of steps, the complexity of the solution process
is O(n). Consequently, the construction of the histopolant via the solution of indicated nonlinear system with respect
to parameters mi is quite natural.
Suppose that the histogram heights are mean values of a given smooth function f , i.e., zi =h−1i
∫ xi
xi−1 f (x) dx. Then,
on uniform mesh, the rate of convergence of this histopolation method is O(h3), h being the length of intervals, because
we have to deal with interpolants in intermediate points (see [2]) and the interpolation has such a rate [12]. This, in
turn, yields immediately that
max
1 in
max
xi−1,xi
∣∣∣∣
∫ 

S(x) dx −
∫ 

f (x) dx
∣∣∣∣
is of order O(h4). Numerical tests conﬁrm that this order cannot be improved. In statistical considerations f could be
the density function. Thus, we have established the convergence rate of
∫ 
 S(x) dx to the corresponding distribution
function
∫ 
 f (x) dx.
Next we present some numerical examples. First, we histopolated the mean values of the normal distribution f (x)=
(1/
√
2)e−x2/2 on the mesh x0 =−4, x1 =−3, x2 =−2.5, x3 =−1.2, x4 =−0.6, x5 = 0.6, x6 = 1.2, x7 = 2.5, x8 = 3,
x9 = 4 with the boundary conditions S′(−4)= 0.001 and S′(4)=−0.001. The interval [x4, x5] is quadratic, other ones
are rational. The histopolant is plotted in Fig. 1.
In following tests, we used three different histograms without weak alternation of data. They are presented in
Table 1.
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Fig. 2. Histogram and modiﬁed comonotone shape-preserving histospline corresponding to the ﬁrst data in Table 1.
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Fig. 3. Histogram and modiﬁed comonotone shape-preserving histospline corresponding to the second data in Table 1.
In the ﬁrst case of Table 1, the interval [x3, x4] is quadratic and other intervals are rational. In the second case, [x3, x4]
and [x4, x5] are quadratic, other intervals rational. The end conditions are S′(x0) = 1, S′(x6) = −1 and S′(x0) = 1,
S′(x7) = 12, respectively. Figs. 2 and 3 show plots of corresponding histopolants. Fig. 3 shows the growth of absolute
values of mi on the quadratic section as predicted by the theory.
For the last data in Table 1, we have chosen the intervals [x0, x1], [x1, x2], [x6, x7] and [x7, x8] to be rational, the
histopolant S on [x2, x3] and [x5, x6] to be cubic polynomial and on [x3, x5] to be constant. The end conditions S′(x0)=1
and S′(x8) = −1 were used. This case is represented in Fig. 4.
Finally, for the ﬁrst mesh in Table 1, we choosed z1 = 1, z2 = 4.7, z3 = z4 = 7, z5 = 6.75, z6 = 3. The histospline
which is plotted in Fig. 5 was taken constant on [x2, x4], rational on [x0, x1] and [x5, x6], cubic on [x1, x2] and [x4, x5]
with appropriate C1 smoothness conditions in x2 and x4 together with the end conditions in x0 and x6 as in Fig. 2.
Calculated valuesm1=2.801 andm5=−7.549 correspond to monotone and nonmonotone shape of cubic polynomials,
respectively.
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Fig. 4. Histogram and modiﬁed comonotone shape-preserving histospline corresponding to the third data in Table 1.
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Fig. 5. Histogram and C1 smooth histospline with constant part using the ﬁrst mesh in Table 1.
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